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MULTICULTURAL AND GLOBAL lDUCATION:

, RELATIONSHIPS AND POSSIBILITIES

There was a time when society's intellectuals could afford the luxury

of dreaming about a world in which all people and nations would be united

as one. Some persons prote books'about their dreams] Others drew up plans

and sought to institutionalize them. Then, the rapidly changing events of

the twentieth century transformed the luxury of that dreai into a necessity,

of life. TodaY., our survival as a nation and as a people depends upon our-,

ability and.willingness to recognize global interdependence, and to adapt.

to the new realities which it implies. Thus, the lateness of the hour and

the criticalness of the need force us, as citizens and as educators, to

direct-our-at-tention-toinulticuItural-and-global-echicati-on.

As we begin the decade of the 80s, it is probably true to say that

----- multicultural and global education. ave been the SUbject of more talk than

action. The literature on both of these movements is quite impressive.

Yet, it appears that, except for pockets of interest and activity scattered

throughout-the United-Statesi the-advocates-of multicUltursl-and global

education outnumber those who are actually engaged in implementation.

Today, I would like to invite you to examine with me the progress that

has-been made by multicultural-and-global educationi-and-to-reflect-upon

the ways. in which, these movements have influenced_ our own- thinking and

s'

professional behavior. To do this, we will look at the meaning of each
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movement,:the assumptions underlying them, the relationships between the

two movements, especially as they impact on curriculum, and *some pOssibilt

ities for'iuture development. While the ultimate purpose of multicultural

and global education iM to transform K-12 programs, my discussion will also

'encompass preservice arr. inservjce teacher education, Aire there is an

:..N needemual, if not prior, neea for change. 'r

Multicultural Education

In 1972, the'Bcard of"Directors of the American Association of Colleges

for Teacher Education (AACTE) adopted a statement on multicultural education

entitled "No One Model American ". The statement rejected assimilation and

separatism as ultimate. goals of multicultural education and upheld the

value of cultural pluralism. It read, in part, as follows:

Multicultural education affirms that schools should be oriented toward

the cultural enrichment of all children and youth through programs ",

0

rooted to the preservation and extension of cultural alternatives.

Multicultural education_ recognizes cultural diversity as a fact of

life in American-society, and it-affirms that this cultural diversity

is a valuable resource that should be preserved and extended. It

affirms that major ed66itiOn institutions should strive to preser- ve

--and-enhance-cultural-Pluralism- (Novembir 1973).

Thin definition is consonant with the thesis set forth by Nathan

Glazer and Daniel Moynihan in the first edition of their book, Beyond the

---Melting-Pot-(1963). --The-authors-maintained-
that-the-melting-pot "did -not

-happen" and that- "the persisting facts of ethnicity demand attention,

understanding, and accommodation" (1970, from Preface of 'Tirst edition,

5
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p. xcvii). Although the melting pot ideology continued to provide the

basis for compensatory educational programs of the 60s, it is not compat-

ibis with the ph sophy of multicultural education:: Rather, multicultural

education rests, upon the assumption that cultural pluralism is an integral

part of American society.

To accept cultural diversity persons need to have a sense of their

own identity. That is to say, they must became aware of their own back-

ground and of the cultural factors which have shaped their personal history.

In fact, there iyrowing evidence that regardless of race or ethnicity,

contact with one's own roots is basic to multicultural anOnternetional

understanding. Psychologically speaking, there is a stronitand,positive

1*.relationship between accepting oneself and accepting others.

Global Education

4

ThiFiianing of global education is not quite so well-defined as

.0101.t.

multicultural education. In his introduction to Schooling for a Glob4

Age, John Loodlad, states:

Because concern for global matters is an emerging andnOt an established

_goal_for_educational systemsr-there-are-no-radily-avdtlabIeT-compre.77--

hensive, self-contained definitions, descriptions, and analyses of

what global education is, how it differs from traditiOnal studies of

other countries, what its objectives should be, what is now worth en-

dorsing as likely to contribute to these objectives, and so on

Dhat is available is a] rather scattered speculative body of litera-
4

_Jure describing-what-various individuals-and-groupd-would-like to see

done (Becker, 1979, p. xvii).

6

T
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Since global education is as ,such a point of view or outlook as a

program, a description of global perspectives is helpful in understanding

-what is meant by global education. David iing knd others offer such a

description. They write:
,

Global perspectives are ways of ooking at the world and our rela-

tionships to it. Intrinsic to such perspectives are: (1) an under-

standing of the earth and its inhabitants as parts of an interrelated

network; (2) an awareness that there are alternatives facing indi-

vidual nations and the human species, and that the choices made will

_shape. our- IU;ture world; and (3)-an ability to recognize that otheroli

may have different perceptions and may prefer different choices.

t (1976, p. 4).
A

There are a number of assumptians_which-underlie-thesc-,antrifilialar

'perspectives in global education. First of all, there is the understanding

that we live in an interdependent world. This interdependence is to some

degree symmetrical, and it is enhanced by present.day.communication and

technology. Secondly, there is the belief that no one nation can effectively

--handTe-the_worldri problems-alone. Issues-related-to food, energy, resources,

population, pollution; and peace transcend national_boundaries.--Thirdlyi

there is the recognition that gross inequities in the distribution of

goods in the world constitute a matter of human survival as well as of .

injustice. Poverty, starvation, and oppression concern all peoples

victims and non-victims alike - by virtue of their membership in the human

family:

Eventually, these dobal perspectives give

7

rise to some critical
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EMERGING: MULTICULTURAL AND GLOBAL EDUCATION

Cutriculum Areas: History
Art, Literature
Religion
Modern Languages
Natural Sciences
Communications

Political Science
Economics
Geography
Sociology
Anthropology
Psychology

A CONTINUUM

Behavioral
Sciences

,r

1 1

'INTERNATIONAL AREA STUDIES ETHNIC STUDIES MULTICULTURAL

RELATIONS EDUCATION

Po Economics Sociology 'Sociology

Geography Cultural Cultural

Political Anthropology. Anthropology

Science
a

Minorities
Urbanology

.

4

GLOBAL
EDUCATION

Disease.
Energy

. Environment
Food
Disarmament
.Pollution---7----
Population
Poverty
Trade
Technology

Interdisciplinary'
Studies

Multicultural Edugation focuses on the Study of variogs-ethnic groups-in-our

society.

Global Education focuses on the study of issues which often relate to the

entire-world-.-

437.11Il
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___Amseilomns_namely,;Can the industriaimations stand by while the less

. 1

/
developed nations are without the bare essentials of human life? Can

/

7if the rich nations continue to increase their material and spiritual bens-,

.

fits while the poor nations are struggling not only for human life, but

also for their fundamental freedoms and for civil, political, social, and

a

economic rights?

Thomas Buergenthal makes'an important observation with respect tp the

issue of human rights. He points out that prior to World War II "inter-

national law left states free with some minor exceptions, to treat their

nationals as they saw fit" (1978, p. 26). However, since the second World

War doculents_such-as-th a one_Charter and; the Universal

education appeers_An_prOgrsms=such_as-ethnic-ethnic-studies,

Deela-

ration of Human Right's have established, "international human rights

standards governihg the manner in which states may treat human beings,

Whether their own nationals or not" _Thus, there is a moral

obligation'on the part or the nations which 'have' to work towards more

equi-tabliK-distriblitiFoTotwealth, and towards the- liberation

_

note'.

Relationships
so"

= In the practical ordei. of school subjects and academic disciplines,

multicultural and global education are emerging_conceptsr-concepts:

and bilingMal and bicultural education (Baptiste et al., 1980, p. 124).

Global education, on the oth ften-comes-undef-t ter rubric of arms

studies or international relations. A recent report by the President's

Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies "Strength Through
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Native American

Asian
American

Asian-
Ameridan

MODEL A

Anglo- American Centric
Model

Mexi
American"

Puerto Rican
American

Anglo-
American

MODEL B

Ethnic Additive Model

Jewish
American

erto-1 scan
American

MODEL C
Multiethnic Model Ethno-National Model

African
Nations

European
Nations

Asian Natioris

MODEL D

Ethnic studies is conceptualized as a process of curriculum reform %%Inch can lead °from a total Anglo American perspective on our history and culture

(MODEL A), to multiethnic perspectives as additi%CS to the major curriculum thrust (MODEL B) to a completely multiethnic curriculum in which

-every historical and social event is %lex.ed from theperspectives of different ethnic groups (MODEL C) In MODEL C the Anglo American perspec.

live is only one of several and is to no v.ay superior or inferior to other ethnic perspectives In MODELlisteents study historical and sotaliiiiits-
from the perspectives of ethnic groups in se%eral differcnt-nations.-Many schools that Hare iirempteti ethnic modification of the-curriculum have im

emented-MODEL Btypes of programs. It is suggcsted here thaLcurrii.ulum reform-mo%e directly from MODEL A to 'MODEL C and ultinfately to

MODEL D. However, -m-those-districts r.hith ffi%e MODEL B types of programs, it is suggested that thiy move from MODEL B to MODEL C and

eventually to MODEL D types of curricular organizations. -------
Eigura 12

Ethnic stur2ier as a process of curriculum ref °MU

014-sBanksailes `A. teaching Strategies for_Ethnic_Studiee(2na Boston,

0
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Wisdom"(Novembez, 1979) introduces the idea of Issues Centbrs in aclition

to Area Centers. One of the Commission's recommendations foz International.

Studies at the undergraduate level' states:

Colleges and universities should offer both area studies (the study

(of foreign societies and cultures) and`issue studies (the study of
. '

international relations and the principal issues acid problems in

U.S. relations with other countries and should better intellmfe

the two categories (p. 19).

Included in the so-called 'nei' international problems, mentioned by the

>'
document, are energy, food, economic development, space, and pollution.

Thus, Str gth Through.Wisdom" reflects a dimensl.on of global awareness

0

and cone

The curriculum models developed by James_Banks of the University of

Washington shOw how ourriculUff reform is contributing to the evolution of

multicultural and global education in the schools. Banks identifies four

models: Model,A-; Anglo- American Centric.Model; Model B - Ethnic' Additive

Model; Model C - Multiethnic Model; and Model D - EthnO-National Model

(1979, p. 16)-. In Medel A, history and cultural studies are- presented

from a purely_Ai100=American perspective. In Model B,1 the Anglo-American

perspective tif-hittbiTabd- social- events remains' dominant, but it is joined

_by_perspectives of other ethnic groups. In-Model C, the social and histori-__

cal event assumes a central place and the Anglo-American perspective becomes

a

equal to those of the different ethnic groups. Finally, in Model D, where

social and historical events are still central, they are viewed from the

perspectiveof ethnic groups In different nations. Thus, the models which

11
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are most consonant with multicultural and gl9bal,education
(
are Models C

am D. Banks' models, at leant, indicate that multicultural and global'

;

education Are represented by two stages in a developmental process of

curriculum orgenization;\
)

Banks also identifies some goals of ethnic'studies. Briefly, they

1. To develop decision-making and social action skills (key goal)

2. To helpIstudents view historical and contemporary event from

diverse ethnic Perspective\,

3. To help individuals clarify their ethnitq.dentities'and function

effectively within their own ethnic communities

4. /O'help individuals develop a sensitivity to and understanding

of other ethnic cultures and'to function effectively(Olthin them

5. To proviae students. with dillural and ethniC alternatives

6. To help students expand their conceptions of what it means to

/.
be human, to accept the fact that ethnic minority cultures arcs

functional and valid; and that a culture can be evaluated only' '

within a. particular social, context

7. To help students iaster essential reading, writing, and.compu

tationai skills (1979, pp. 20 -22).

There is a'itriking retemblance between these multicultural education'

goals and those of global education proposed by the Global Perspectives

Project.' The one major difference is, 9f course, the centrality of the

issue in global education and the centrality of ethnic groups in multi-

4

'cultural 'education.

ii
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The Global Perspectives Project has recommended the following working

goals for incorporation into the K-12 curriculum:

-1Flearn to'recognize the interconnection between one's own life,

one's society, and major globia concerns such as environment,

population, resources, and human rights

2. To develop UhderStanding of basic human commonalities; at the

same time recognizing the importance of individual and cultural

differences

3. To-develop an awarenessofhow perceptions differ among individuals

and groups .,f,.

4. To develop the abilfifto respond to information with skills

a
adequate for an electronic age

5. To acquire an ability to respoM constructively and flexible to

local, national and,global events (King, 1978, p. 2).
-

Implementation of both se,4:10f goals requires affective ;as well as

cognitive learning. It is not sufficient to know about ethnic gioups and

global issues. As Robert Hanveyand others have noted, there-is the

additidnal need to be able to stand in another person's shoes, to.feel

with the other person, or to get inside the head of another person from a

different culture. Without cross-cultUial awareness, knowledge is likely

to reach a dead end.

-Secondly, implementation of multicultural and global education often
requires an interdisciplinary approach to learning. This is espectglly

true in the case of global education. When you explore.one issue, you

find that it is intertwined with a whole set of other issues. The issue

st
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of education, for example, is bound to lead one into thei,issues of literacy,

--women, hurAan rights, and population. With Some variations, multicultural

and global education are at home in the humanities,the social sciences,

. the pure andapplied sciences, and the professional disciplines.

Since multicultural and global miucationcut across subject matter

lines they are fitting aubjects for a concept approach to teaching. The

latter is a way of organizing information in the curriculum which was par':

of educational reforMin the 60s. Key conceilealsed to process and to

make sense our of content. Four concepts` proposed for developing global

perspectiveard for addressing global issues are conflict, change, \

communication, and interdependence (King et al., 17\6, p. 19). These,

concepts would Work equally well for unifying content in multicultural

education. For example, one might study the racial/ethnic conflicts in

a city such as Hartford; the change in racial/ethnic composition over the

years, the barriers and avenues to cross-cultural communication found

today; and the interdependence of people of all races and ethnic back-

grounds living in the city of Hartford. Tips, it is that multicultural /

and global education lend themselves to a concept approach in organizilk

the curriculum and in teaching.

For those who prefer another principle of organization, multicultural

and global education can also be adapted to a topical approach. Robert

Manley has identified forty-eight global level issue-areas. Migration

is one which pertains to multicultural and global education. Teacher and

students can study this topic fromthe viewpoint of migrating cultural

groups (basically, multicultural education), or from the viewpoint of

14
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economic, social, and political forces contributing to migration and of
1

alleviating the international problems aftompanying migration (basically,

global education). The difference is mainly one of perspective and of

emphasis. Under the general topic of migration, cross-cultural and global

-perspectives-complement-one antithbr list of forty-eight issue

areas contain additional topics which could be used to embrace the same

perspectives: They include: refugees, population, food, hu-an rights,

and education.

We can summarize the relationship between multicUltural and global

education by saying that although each can be represented by a different

curriculum model, one develops quite naturally from the other and is

compatible with it. Secondly, the goals of each movement are similar to

one another. Multicultural education leans heavily on ethnic studies and

stresses ethnic identity, sensitivity to different ethnic groups, ethnic

alternatives, and ethnic perspectives. Global education, on the other

hand, stresses interdependence of peoples and nations on planet earth,

the ability to perceive international concerns from many different view-

points (cultural and national), and the ability to respond to global

events and issues in a constructive and flexible manner. Thirdly, with

respect to implementation, we noted that 1) both sets of goals imply

affective as well as cognitive learning; 2) they often require an inter-

disciplinary approach to learning; and 3) they are suited to a concept

as well as a topical approach to learning.

1

Possibilities

The topic of possibilities suggests alternatives and action steps.

15
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It attempts to probe the questibns: How do multicultural and global educa-

tion affect our thinki,2g and professional behavior? What can we do to

further these movements?

First of all, it should be recognized that willy-nilly or by choice,

each of probably already caught up in one or other aspect of these

movements., Commenting on global perspectives, Rcbert Hanvey has remarked,

"A, global perspective is not a quantum, something you either

have. Its a blend of many things and any individual may be

tain elements and relatively lacking in others"(1975, p. 2).

or don't

in cer-

.

If we are alert and attentive to national and international affairs,'

our cross - cultural and global perspectives are constantly being shaped and,

farmed. The opportunities to impleMent multicultural and global education

vary, depending on.oursituation, but they are never far from our life and

work. As teachersr

1) We can .take stock of the many ways in which cultural differences

and,global issues impinge on our lives and the lives of our

students. There, at the point of contact, we will find a good

place to begin and to take action. An-open discussion with students

will often help to generate alternatives for individual and group

r

response.

2) We might develop a new course, such as environmental studies, and

introduce it into the curriculum. In addition, we can "infuse"

the existing curriculum with units or Modules, and, more especially;

with cross-cultural and _global perspectives. Whatever we do,'it is

important tc identify the competencies and strategies that will
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contribute to student learning and performance.

3) Devoting an entire school day to a global or cultural theme is still

another way of heightening - awareness and disseminating information.

In planning_for_such-an-eventc-teachers-and-students-canirvey-tHe

school and local community. Then, they may invite community members,

Iiiiriarits, or friends to speak or to share the day.

4) Implementation of multicultural and global education involves use

of a 'arilety of commercial and teacher -made materials. Before
$

selecting-teaching aids, it is necessary to examine them for racial

-cultural,-or-sexuaf-bIAL--- It is important; for example, to deter,

mine whether or not they represent the United States' position as

one of dominant control over less developed nations (hierarchical

interdependence), 'or as a partner (symmetrical interdependence) in

.
the world's economic, social, and political systems. To be helpful,

the materials must be congruent with the Principles noted earlier,

namely, a recognitionof cultural pluralism, interdependence, and

human, rights. (Materials produced before 1965 demand special scru-

tiny. )

5) No doubt, we can find one or two cohorts in our school or distilct

who sffare similar interests and concerns. -Teaming or forming a

network with them will add strength and support to our efforts.

Perhaps, we can also find an administrator who is desirous of pro-

moting the goals.of multicultural and global education. He or she

might.direct us to another school improvement project which is

receptive to crosscultural'and global perspectives.
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Process/Philosophical
Orientation
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1 LEVEL II

fi

Process/Product

LEVEL I

Product

$)

Greater emphasis on the em-
bodiment of the general studies
and professional studies com-
ponents with the multicultural
philosophy and less emphasis on
Isolated courses. Racially
diverse faculty and student
body. Identified competenciesll

integrated throughout profes-1
sional and general studies_
components.;

Interrelated courses; Degree
programs; Certification
programs; Specific faculty;
Ascertaining a diverSe faculty
and student body.

Course; Workshop; Conference;
Ritual` celebration; Holiday
observations.

4

Figure 1

CONCEPTUAL LEVELS OF MU LTICULTURALIZING TEACHER EDUCATION

FROM: BaptisteJr., H. Ft-entice, et al,(Ed.). Multicultural Teacher Education:

Preparing Educators to Provide Educational Equity. Washington, D.C.:

AACTE, 1980. p. 50.--
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6) Inside or outside of our local school district we might locate a

program that we can visit, a workshop that we can attend, or an

organizition, such as WEFCCVN (World Education Fellowship of

Connecticut), that we can join. Each of these alternatives will

provide us with ideas and information, with personal contacts, and

with a forum to 'communicate and to refine our on plans and projects.

Participation in curriculum projects and reform offer teachers fresh

_goals and new ways of mediating the.iOrld to students. According to the

Baptistes' typology, there are three levels of'multiculturalizing the

Curriculum. This schema can also be applied to globaliting the curriculum;

that is, to say, to developing skills, knowledge, and attitudes that relate

to humanity within the transnational context of planet earth.

Level I focuses on the product and it is characterized by isoliited

courses, workshops, projects, or seminars. Level II broadens out to in-

elude the process as,,well as the product. Courses and related experiences

are integratet into the curriculum to form a prOgramThere is evidence

of a culturally diverse faculty and student body. In effect, multicultural-

ism gradUally becomes institutionalized. Level III.is dominated by a

strong philosophical
orientation.__There-is-a-conscious commitment to

cultural diverdity which underlies faculty selection, courses, and instruc-
V

tion.

The six possibilities for implementing multicultural and global educe-

tiOn, enumerated above, will help to move educators and 7ithools'from

Level I to Level'IIt. Yet, they just begin to scratch the surface. The

poSsibilities are endless. By beginning somewhere and by digging into
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V

the literature and resources, we will find other opportunities 'opening up
0

to us. _Then,__front_time_to time, -we- -need- to-remir#-ourselves Cf-the-wCidi---

. _

of Lester Brown, "Global change does not begin at the global level. It

----itarti-With individuals and then expands to ever-larger groups" (1978,

p. 317).

ADDRESSES

CONNECTICUT WORLD CITIZEN FORUM NETWORK

PROJECT LEARN
P.O. Box 220
East LyMe, Ct. 06333

UNDERGRADUATE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES PROGRAM

308 Wood Hall, Box U-201
The University of Connecticut
Storrs, Ct. 06268

WORLD EDUCATION FELLOWSHIP, CONNECTICUT CHAPTER (WEFCONN)

(WEFCONN is part of the World Education Fellowship; United Stateg-Section, and

the World Education Fellowship, International with its headquarters in London,
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